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Pink Bandana 
Release Date:  

Friday 14th January 2022 
<< LISTEN HERE>> 

 
FFO: Dua Lipa, Anne Marie, GRACEY, Little Mix, Mimi Webb, Joan 

 
MACY LINKTREE 

The Single PINK BANDANA is the latest release from one of the UK!s most exciting new 
pop artists MACY. This self-affirming single, follows on from the success of MACY’s 
previous 2021 releases SWEET HONEY, RAINBOW EYES, WAIT, I'M GOOD & EP 
WORDS4LUV. 
 
PINK BANDANA, produced by Owain Felstead, tackles the early stages of heartache via 
the rosy lens of a couple's baby photographs, dressed as a tongue-in-cheek slice of pop 
funk. You grow up alongside them as the verses proceed, from high chairs through to 
unfortunate adolescent periods. The chorus comes to the realisation that these images 
are all they have to rely on, these days. PINK BANDANA is the first song of MACY’s 
second EP, due for release in 2022.  
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MACY's songs are infectious, with feel-good lyrics delivered in her own individual style, 
and this single follows suit, playing with 80's sounds and trends in traditional MACY flair. 
The Forte10 project, Help Musicians, Horizons and Launchpad artist funding have all lent 
their support to her music. These have allowed her to promote her music abroad and 
achieve placement on playlists all across the world. BBC Introducing are big supporters 
of MACY and her previous five releases have all landed a place on the BBC A -List playlist 
for numerous weeks. 
 
Rounding off 2021, as one of Wales new rising stars, MACY was invited to perform and 
chat on a BBC Radio Chistmas special show, "The Quinnells at Christmas," which aired 
on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.  The show saw her perform along side Emeli Sandé 
and John Owen-Jones. 
 
MACY has recently joined the WILD Management ROSTER and is excited to be 
performing her first live shows since the Covid Pandemic, including a headline showcase 
at The Fiddler, London. More  shows to be revealed in 2022. 
 
Notable Airplay/Support:   
BBC Introducing, BBC WALES, Amazing Radio USA/UK, Radio Cardiff, Reform Radio. 
 

CONTACT: 
Lu Whiting lu@wild-mgmt.com  

Wild Management Ltd. www.wild-mgmt.com 


